Goals

Vision

SA Heritage Council Strategic Plan towards 2025
South Australians are enriched by the Protection, Conservation and Promotion of our Heritage

Protect

Conserve

1. Clear and effective legislation with supporting framework

5. Adaptive and ongoing use made easier

2. Empowered and engaged community to nominate potential

6. Access to traditional trade and skills for heritage conservation

State Heritage listings

3. Balanced representation of historic themes on the SA Heritage
Register

7. Well-funded heritage conservation
8. Informed, empowered and energised owners of heritage places

Promote

9. Adequate government resources dedicated to promoting
heritage tourism, protection and conservation

10. Elevated prominence of heritage for the community,
businesses and visitors

11. Willing new owners of State Heritage Places

4. Better information for decision makers

Outcomes

1.1 Lead dialogue with key stakeholders

1.2 Lead and support heritage policy development

2.1 Promote how to identify and nominate State Heritage listings
3.1 Establish / confirm themes

3.2 Undertake a gap analysis across themes

3.3 Promote gaps within themes to the community to encourage
nominations for listings
4.1 Ensure that SA Heritage Register entries are clear and
consistent

5.1 Influence removal of barriers

6.1 Support program development in TAFE, universities, CITB to
establish and maintain traditional trade skills

7.1 Support the continuation and expansion of grants and other
incentives

7.2 Reestablish an integrated, locally focused State/local heritage
advisory service
8.1.Make information, tools and resources easily available

9.1 Champion the economic and social value of heritage
so that government invest in its promotion
9.2 Lead enabling strategy and policy development

10.1 Inform the community of the existence and functions
of the SA Heritage Council and the opportunities to
engage with heritage conservation

10.2 Empower and support all involved in heritage conservation
to ‘tell the stories of the past’ that enrich and enliven our
heritage
11.1 Clarify the approvals process for work to a State Heritage
Place

11.2 Encourage access to financial assistance/heritage grants
11.3 Promote stories of successful reinvigoration of heritage
assets

